San Jose State University - The Valley Foundation School of Nursing
BOOKLIST FOR SEMESTER 1 - Fall 2019

Elsevier Book Bundle (REQUIRED)
SanJoseStateUniv_Nurs23/33/43_2019 Electronic Only ISBN # custom bundle 9780323660280
OR
SanJoseStateUniv_Nurs23/33/43_2019 Print (and)+ Electronic eBook Custom Package ISBN 9780323660297

Available from Spartan Bookstore in Fall 2019 (for 3 texts only N 23 Gould’s Pathophysiology/ Lilley’s Pharmacology, and N 33 book by Cherry & Jacob’s text)

The Bundle should include:
(More expensive if hard copy: 9780323414425

NURSING 23 PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Required: Included in the Elsevier Bundle:
(More expensive if hard copy: 9780323414425

Optional (not in bundle):

A lab test resource is recommended for N23 & is part of the Lippincott resources (Which will be Purchased directly through Wolters– will be an electronic access code)

NURSING 33 PROFESSIONAL ROLE DEVELOPMENT

Required: Included in the Elsevier Bundle:

Required: Not part of the Elsevier bundle:
San Jose State University School of Nursing Student Handbook. 2019-2020. (Available Online sjsu.edu/nursing (under policies) or at A.S. Print Shop under “NURSING 33”- WHEN school starts).

Available to view online or purchase at http://www.nursesbooks.org/  
*(Wait until the first day of class for more information on these books)*

ANA's Foundation of Nursing Practice. A three-book package PUB# FNDN2010
The three books are:
   Nursing: *Scope & Standards of Practice*
   ANA's *Code of Ethics with Interpretive Statements*
   Nursing’s *Social Policy Statement*

*Available to view online or purchase at http://www.rn.ca.gov/*
California Board of Registered Nursing. (Nursing practice act with rules and regulations). Most current.

N 33 Course Reader online through SJSU learning management system “Canvas®”.

**Other required course materials will also be available on the online on Canvas®.

Highly Recommended: (or can use online resources as “Purdue Owl”)

**NURSING 43 PHARMACOLOGY**

Required: Included in the Elsevier Bundle

(Optional)

Nursing 43 Course Reader – online through SJSU learning management system Canvas®- not before school starts.

Nursing 43 Math Module - purchase in SJSU’s A.S. Print Shop: ~ Second week of the semester.

**NURSING 53 SKILLS**

**REQUIRED- Wolter’s Bundle**

You will buy this batch of skills materials as a comprehensive electronic version, The Point, and V-SIM & other products. (See WOLTER’S letters from Dr. Malloy) Course *Point+ for Taylor* 

*Fundamentals of Nursing* (Lippincott) 8e ISBN 9781496322401


**OPTIONAL, but excellent** (not Included in Wolters’ Bundle)